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To probe the electron-phonon interaction in potassium, Azbel'-Kaner cyclotron resonance has been
observed at four frequencies in the far infrared (29.69, 32.12, 45.407, and 58.25 cm '). The experiments
were performed on a novel reflection cavity spectrometer with balanced homodyne detection driven by a
c.w. far-infrared laser. Signals are seen for EiIH and ELH at 29.69 and 32.12 cm ', but only for EIH
at 45.407 and 58.25 cm '. Two effects distinguish cyclotron resonance in potassium in the infrared
from that observed at microwaves. First, since the resonant electron does not escape the skin depth
before the infrared field changes phase, the resonances suffer from retardation effects and are no longer
amenable to the usual Azbel' —Kaner or Chambers theory of cyclotron resonance. Second, there is a
strong enhancement of the electron-phonon relaxation rate due to the large denisty of phonon states
available to scatter the excitations when the laser frequency is near the Debye frequency, =75 cm '.
The line-shape analysis, used to extract the electron-phonon coupling parameter ), does not reproduce
all of the observed features. In particular, it does not reproduce absorption features on the high-field
side of the subharmonic resonance which are shown to be related to the cyclotron waves that
propagate across the magnetic field in the bulk. Nevertheless, by focusing attention on the breadth and
position of the leading edge of the resonance, we can extract an electron-phonon X. X is found to be
0.11+0.02 and agrees with that determined by the temperature dependence of the phonon-limited dc
resistivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrons in normal metals form a strongly in-
teracting gas whose transport properties are best
formulated in terms of quasiparticles. ' Quasi-
particles, as conceived by Landau, '3 represent

the low-lying collective excitations of the interact-
ing electron system, and behave very much like the
electrons from which they were constructed —with
one important exception. Whereas the electron
lifetime is extremely short, the quasiparticle mo-
tion is long lived. Since the quasiparticle state is
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well defined, the concept enables us to understand
qualitatively why transport in normal metals can
be well described by a nearly-free-electron gas.
The two basic many-body interactions in metals,
the Coulomb interaction between electrons, and
the interaction between the electron and phonon,
are not removed by the transformation from elec-
trons to quasiparticles but are reexpressed in
terms of the quasiparticle excitations.

These interactions are formulated in two differ-
ent ways depending on whether the excitations are
on the Fermi surface or make large excursions
from it. First, the energy of a collection of quasi-
particles is said to depend on the distribution of
quasiparticles as well as the sum of the energies
of the individual particles. This is phenomenolog-
ically described in terms of the Landau scattering
function'2 and is relevant to excitations with en-
ergies that are much less than either the Coulomb
interaction energy or phonon Debye energy. The
structure of the scattering function has been probed
experimentally with cyclotron waves by Walsh and
Platzman and with spin waves by Schultz and
Dunifer. Secondly, for excitations that have a
finite energy above the Fermi energy E~, one ex-
pects that the simple relation between energy and
momentum E(P)=P /2m will no longer hold. In
particular, theory states that one adds an energy-
dependent correction Z(E- Ez), which is called the
self-energy. ~ The self-energy modifies the energy
momentum relationship at the Fermi level, pro-
ducing a shift in mass and at finite energies a finite
quasiparticle lifetime. Z has structure at an en-
ergy characteristic of the interaction that produced
it. In particular, the electron-phonon part pro-
duces structure at the Debye energy, approximately
10 eV, whereas the Coulomb part contributes
structure only at energies near 1 eV. In the pres-
ent discussion we are only concerned with energies
up to the Debye energy so that we can expose the
electron-phonon part in the following way ':

E(P) =P'/2m, + Z,„(E-E,) .
In (1) we have replaced the bare mass with the
mass dressed by the Coulomb interaction, and the
electron-phonon contribution to the self-energy,
Z, (E), is calculated in the presence of all the
electron-electron interactions. The object of the
present experiments is to make experimental con-
tact with the real and imaginary parts of Z, ,(E) by
observing Azbel'-Kaner' cyclotron resonance near
the Debye frequency in potassium, an experiment
first proposed by Scher and Holstein. "'

There are, of course, a number of other experi-
mental probes of the electron-phonon coupling in
metals. The most effective probe of the electron-
phonon self-energy has been and is the tunneling
measurement with a strong-coupling superconduc-

tor. " Although it is restricted to strong-coupling
superconductors, and the self-energy measured
this way is suitably averaged over the Fermi sur-
face, the information obtained using this technique
far exceeds that obtained with any other spectro-
scopic probe of the electron-phonon system. Tem-
perature-dependent cyclotron'4 and surface- state'
resonances measure the temperature dependence
of the self-energy, usually the imaginary part,
from an experimentally determined scattering
rate, ' ' but recently the real part, from tempera-
ture-dependent mass shifts as reported by Sabo, '
Qoy, Poulsen and Datars, and Krasnopolin and
Kaikin. ' Where such comparisons can be made,
the electron-phonon interaction, deduced from
these temperature-dependent effects, agrees with
measurements obtained from tunneling experi-
ments.

Electromagnetic spectroscopy of the self-energy
has been hindered by the fact that the frequency
range of interest, near the Debye frequency, is
not conducive to the sensitive spectroscopy re-
quired to observe weak absorptive changes in met-
als. Despite these difficulties, Joyce and Rich-
ards have observed the Holstein 3 volume absorp-
tion in superconducting lead, which is the phonon-
aided electromagnetic absorption by electrons.
Further, Goy and co-workers"' have observed
frequency-dependent masses andlifetimes in Hg, Pb,
and In by observing Azbel'-Kaner' cyclotron reso-
nance at frequencies as high as 15 cm '. In the
latter measurements, the correct frequency depen-
dences are obtained, but the magnitude of the shifts
are less than expected from the tunneling data on
these same materials. The source of this dis-
crepancy is not understood at this time.

The experiments described herein observe cyclo-
tron resonance 3n potassium at 29. 69, 32. 12,
45. 407, and 58. 25 cm '. Although 15 cm ' short
of the Debye peak in the phonon density of states,
all four frequencies excite electron-hole pairs that
sample an appreciable phonon density of states and
effects due to the frequency dependence of the self-
energy should manifest ther@selves in the lifetime,
if not the effective mass. Unlike the systems
studied to date by high-frequency cyclotron reso-
nance, potassium is a weakly coupled electron-
phonon system not suited to tunneling spectroscopy.
Experimental measure of the electron-phonon cou-
pling can be made, however, by a detailed analysis
of the temperature-dependent resistivity. ~~ '~ We
return to this work in Sec. V. The case for study-
ing self-energy or electron-phonon effects by high-
frequency cyclotron resonance in potassium is
most strongly supported by its being the archetypal
normal metal whose simplicity makes a confronta-
tion between theory and experiment hard to avoid.
It has been extensively studied both theoretically"'4
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Rnd experimentally. ' ' An extremely precise
value of the microwave mass m~/m = 1.21V + 0.002,
has recently been determined by %alsh ~ and is in-
valuable for this work.

Quite apart from understanding the self-energy
corrections, the simple spherical Fermi surface'6
is important from another point of view. Cyclotron
resonance in the far infrared does not appear to
be properly described by either the Azbel'-Kaner'0
or Chambers theory38 and suffers so-called retar-
dation effects. 39~' Consequently, as one ext;ends
the fx'equency 1Qto tIle fRr 1Qfrared not one but
two effects set in. Not only are there changes in
the self-energy, mhich manifest themselves as a
mass shift Rnd increase in linemidth, and are of
primary interest here, but there are also changes
in the electrodynamics of the semi-infinite metal
in a magnetic field. Separating these two effects
is crucial to extracting any meaningful self-energy
parameters. [In this regard we note that in far-
infrared cyclotron-resonance experiments in Cu 3

and Be, 43 one obtains anomalous shifts in the cyclo-
tron mass that are not related to the frequency de-
pendence of the self-energy. In the case of copper
it appears that, whereas a (100) directed field
gives strong belly-orbit (k+=0) signals at micro-
wave frequencies, the same orientation gives
strong signals from another part of the Fermi sur-
face in the far infrared, Clearly these effects,
though yoorly understood, are related to Fermi-
su. rface topology and can only confuse attempts to
extract unambiguous changes in the electron-pho-
non self-energy. Potassium should be free of such
amblguitie s. ]

In Sec. II me describe the experimental apparatus
that mas developed to make these experiments,
mhile Sec. III describes the results. Section IV at-
tempts to analyze the experimental results for the
electron-phonon matrix element. This requires
understanding the electrodynamics of a semi-infi-
nite metal in a magnetic field in the retardation
regime. Since our uriderstanding is rather poor,
complete line-shape analysis is impossible. How-
ever, the electron-phonon coupling can be deduced
if certain assumptions are made. In Sec, V the
results of the exyeriment and analysis are sum-
marized and discussed in the light of other experi-
mental measurements and theoretical estimates of
the electron-yhonon coupling in potassium.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The basic experimental problem involved i,n
doing electromagnetic spectroscopy in metals is
due to the d1electric 1mpedR1Me mismatch betweeQ
the metal and free space, Assume we have radia-
tion incident on R metal surface. The power re-
flectivity is

,Z Zo
Z+ Zo

where Z is the surface impedance of the metal and

Zo the impedance of free space. If Z«Z0, which
is the case for all real metals, then

Re(Z)
Zo

and the change in ref lectivity produced by a small
change in real surface impedance is

Re(Z} aRe(Z)
Zo Re(Z) (4)

Since the impedance mismatch at the surface
Re(Z)/Zo is usually of the order of 10~-10 ', in
order to see 1% changes in surface impedance,
changes in 8 of the order of 10~ must be detected.
The problem is further compounded in the far in-
frared, between 10 and 100 cm"'„because spectro-
scopic techniques that are used successfully at
lower frequencies (microwaves) and higher fre-
quencies (optical and infrared), fail. (In fact, most
successful spectroscopic systems, in this transi-
tion region of the spectrum, are a strange marx iage
of optical and microwave techniques. )

Desyite the difficulty involved in doing spectro-
scopy in metals in the far infrared, thexe are
documented a number of successful approaches to
this problem worth noting here. Although not a
bulk measurement, the first experiments on metals
in the far infrared are reported by Glover and
Tinkham, ~'45 who measured transmission on thin
suyerconducting and normal lead films. Absorp-
tion in bulk superconductors in the far infrared was
first observed by Richards and Tinkham48 by mea-
sux'1ng tIle energy density 1Q R Qonx'esonRnt cRV1ty
made of the superconductor under study. In these
experiments many bounces from the surface helyed
overcome the impedance mismatch between the
metal and free space. Direct absorption experi-
ments, performed by measuring the temperature
change in the sample produced by far-infrared
x adiation falling directly on the sample, have been
used successfully to measure both the energy gap
1n superconductors47 as mell as the structure above
the gap related to the Holstein volume absorption.
Particularly relevant to the present paper is the
use of the direct absorption technique by Goy and
%eisbuch and Goy et el. ' to observe cyclotron
xesonance in real metals at frequencies as high as
15 cm '. Lastly, me note the rather ingenious
transmission line geometry developed by Drew and
Sievers and recently exploited by Strom, Drew,
and Koch to dd cyclotron resonance in semimetals
in the far infrared.

Although the experimental apparatus used in the
current experiments is quite different from tech-
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niques used heretofore in the far infrared, it is
similar to microwave spectrometers used to do
reflection spectroscopy in metals and is, in fact,
a far-infrared analog of a reflection cavity spec-
trometer with balanced homodyne or bridge detec-
tion. A schematic diagram of the optical pa,rt of
the system is shown in Fig. 1.

The source of radiation is a cw far-infrared
laser filled with any one of a number of gases or
vapors to provide five frequencies in far inf rared,
29. 69, 32. 12, ' 45. 407, 58.25, and 84. 32 cm".
(Higher frequencies can be obtained with the laser
but have not been used with the spectrometer. )
The laser resonator consists of a spherical mir-
ror with 4-m focal length and a flat mirror with
a 1-mm hole for coupling out radiation. The sep-
aration between mirrors is -4 m and the inside
diameter of the Pyrex water-cooled tube is - 10 cm.
Typical power levels obtained from the laser are
-1 p,W. Although considerably more power can be
obtained at the HCN frequencies of 29. 69 and 32. 12
cm ', no attempt is made to do so for two reasons.
First, microwatts are adequate to do the spectro-
scopy and second the clean-up operation following
operation with the cyanide (a necessity in order to
obtain oscillation on the H~O or D~O) is easier if
the laser is run at minimum cyanide and electrical
power levels.

There are two essential elements in the spec-
trometer that will be described in detail-the cavity
and the balanced bridge. The cavity, of course,
attempts to overcome the dielectric mismatch be-
tween the metal sample and free space. The Q of
the cavity used in these experiments is sufficiently
high that changes in ref lectivity of the cavity, due
to changes in surface impedance of the sample,
are 100 times as large as would be seen from the
bare metal. The cavity is placed in one arm of a
double Michelson interferometer which is tuned in
such a way that changes in cavity ref lectivity will
unbalance the signals at the two detectors. With
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APERTURE ~
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FIG. l. Optical part of the far-infrared laser spectrometer.

some care, short-term changes as small as 10'
can be seen with a 1-sec integration time. The
bridge-cavity system appears to be able to detect
changes as small as 1/10 in ref lectivity in the
sample. Field modulation is not employed, al-
though in principle there is nothing to prevent one
from do1ng so.

A detailed sketch of the nearly concentric Fabry-
Perot reflection cavity is shown in Fig. 2. Figure
2(a) shows the actual geometry while 2(b) shows an
unfolded version with theoretical mode profile.
The resonator is bounded by a curved 1000-line/in.
copper screen'6 and the sample surface. The de-
sign of the cavity follows the analysis of Boyd and
Gordon for the confocal resonator. " Minimum
diffraction losses in a Fabry-Perot resonator are
achieved in the confocal geometry, i.e. , when the
midplane of a two-curved-mirror system is the
focal plane for both mirrors or in a spherical-
planar system when the plane mirror is at the focal
position of the spherical mirror. The plane mir-
ror need not be placed at the focal plane, however,
but may, in fact, be located at any point inside the
radius of curvature. As one moves the plane mir-
ror from the focal plane to the center of curvature,
the diffraction losses increase until at the radius
of curvature the resonator ceases to resonate.

Despite the increased diffraction losses, there
ar g d a sf peat g thao-
confocal geometry. %6 operate this resonator just
inside the radius of curvature for two reasons.
First, the spot size on the sample becomes arbi-
trarily small as one moves the sample or plane
reflector near the concentric position. This allows
the use of small samples. Indeed, samples as
small as 2 mm on a side have been used in this
geometry. Second, as the spot size on the sample
becomes small, the spot size on the curved screen
becomes large. This enables us to more nearly
match the beam size on the screen with the profile
of the 1ncident radiation. To provide optimum cou-
pling into the resonant caviQ mode, they should
be the same s1ze.

Some numbers make the point more clear. In
Fig. 3 w'e plot beam radius at the screen and sam-
ple as the screen sample separation approaches
the radius of curvature. One notes that the beam
radius at the sample goes to zero and the radius
at the screen becomes large at the critical separa-
tion. W'6 also note by arrows the beam radii for a
true confocal system which would correspond to
0. 5 on the abcissa. They are poorly suited to the
sample and incident beam radii that we use in the
experiment. The beam radius in the Fresnel guide
is -0.4 cm at 45 cm ', considerably less than the
guide radius, and matches quite well the -0.3-cm
beam radius in the cavity. The 25% difference in
size should give an overlap of guide beam profile
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FIG. 2. (a) Nearly concentric Fabry-Perot reflection cavity. (b) Unfolded version of same showing the mode profile.

and cavity beam profile of 0. 92, that is to say,
92% of the incident radiation will be coupled into
the resonant mode. At the top of the figure the log
of the loss per pass due to diffraction is plotted
versus the screen sample separation. At e~ =10
the diffraction loss is estimated to be equal to the
other losses in the system, so that diffraction
losses are expected to be appreciable only within
one or two mode spacings of the critical separa-
tion. Experimentally one finds that diffraction
losses are appreciable about four mode spacings
from the critical separation.

The crystal-quartz lens serves to match the
nearly-plane-wave front propagating up the Fresnel
guide to the spherical-mode pattern emanating
from the cavity. It is estimated that the lens must
match the radius of curvature of the incoming wave
to that of the screen to within +4%, to assure at
least 80%%uD of the incident radiation is coupled into
the resonant mode.

Many of the above design criteria have not been
confirmed experimentally, but the cavity system,
shown in Fig. 2, was constructed along these lines
and operates successfully. If we can consider the
grid as being purely inductive, which it un-
doubtedly is not, then the magnitude of the reflec-
tion coefficient is just

(r, —r P+4r,r„sin y/2
(1 —r,r„) +4r,r„sin y/2

where r, and r are the reflection coefficients of
the screen and metal sample, respectively, and y
is the tuning parameter equal to 4@x/X, where x is
the separation and X the wavelength. On resonance
at 45. 407 cm ' one obtains a I'-0. 1-0.6, indicating
that r, =r . From the full width of the tuning peak,
=0. 2 p.m at 45. 407 cm"', one can deduce that r,
=r =0.995, so that on resonance

(8)

A decrease in sample ref lectivity is reflected in a
100-fold increase in cavity reflection coefficient.
Although the quantitative description above refers
to operation at 45. 407 cm ', where optimum opera-
tion is obtained, the cavity is sufficiently broad-
band to be effectively used from 29 to 84 cm '.

During operation the cavity is electrically fine
tuned with a piezoelectric stack producing a deflec-
tion of -0.3 p.m for 200 V applied. An 80-Hz sig-
nal is simultaneously applied, and used in a suit-
able detection and feed-back circuit, to lock the
cavity to the laser.

A schematic diagram of the bridge is shown in
Fig. 4. It consists of two Michelson interferom-
eters in tandem. The beam splitters are made
of 0.001-in. Mylar. The right-most arm of the
bridge is adjusted to transmit maximum power to
the detector below it, and under these conditions
it is easily shown that changes in power at this de-
tector measure changes in the magnitude of the
cavity reflection coeff icient. The second interf erom-

. eter provides a reference signal which is used to
cancel the total signal to zero. This interferometer
is tuned to give maximum power oui the reference
detector, for in this mode a change in ref lectivity
of the cavity will produce an opposite signal from
that produced in the signal detector. It is, how-
ever, smaller than that produced in the signal de-
tector. The amplitude and phase of the reference
signal are adjusted to cancel the signal detector by
adjusting reference-detector bias current and
trimming it with a variable capacitor.

The two detectors are cooled (-1.2 'K) Ga-
doped- Ge bolometerss' with time constants
msec. They are capable of detecting of the order
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Proper polarization is obtained by means of a ro-
tatable 1000-line/in. grid on a Mylar substrate.

The sample used in these experiments was made
from distilled potassium of resistivity ratio pz9, /
p4.~ =10000, pressed between crystal-quartz
plates, 0.0105-in. thick, forming a sample 12x6
x0. 1 mm. Approximately 0. 1 Torr of exchange
gas cooled the sample to within 0.5 'K of 4.2 'K. The
magnetic field could be tipped +0.8 about the axis
of the Dewar. The tipping excursion was suffi-
ciently small to require care in loading the sample
but large enough to observe tipping effects for
those signals where alignment is crucial.

——SAMPLE
CONFOCAL GEOMETRY

SAMPLE PLANE

I I

0.98 0 99 3.0
SAMPLE-SCREEN SEPARATION/RADIUS OF CURVATURE

FIG. 3. Beam radius in the cavity as a function of
screen-sample separation folloving Boyd and Gordon
|Ref. 57). Also shown is the diffraction loss per pass,
e&, and a number of other relevant parameters.

The data obtained for E (far infrared) parallel
and perpendicular to the dc magnetic field is shown
in Figs. 5-10. The data at 45. 407 and 58. 25 cm
are nine-run averages. The best performance of
the system is obtained at 45. 40V cm ', and in Fig.
11 we show a single run at 45. 40'I cm ' with a 0.3-
sec time constant. The corresponding changes in
sample ref lectivity and surface impedance are
shown in the left of the figure. The noise corre-
sponds to a 1/10 change in ref lectlvity or 1/10
change in surface impedance.

of 10 ' -10"' %, but under normal operating condi-
tions, with at least 1 p%' of laser power, most of
the noise in the system comes from low-frequency
microphonics which either unbalance the bridge or
detune the cavity.

Fresnel waveguides~ are used to minimize dif-
fraction losses. They are no more than zeroth-
order Fresnel lenses. Although not as efficient as
light yipes, 3 they preserve syacial coherence,
which is essential to the operation of the system.
Lens waveguides with lower diffraction losses can
be constructed but the reflection and absorption
losses become prohibitive. Multilayer interfer-
ence filters constructed from high-purity Si and
air are used to remove unwanted laser lines.

29.

80
MAGNETIC FIELD (kGI

)00

FIG. 5. Real surface impedance versus magnetic field,
4.2'K, 29.69 cm, E llH.
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The orientation of the magnetic field with respect
to the sample surface can play havoc with Azbel'-
Kaner cyclotron resonance. In the far infrared, in
potassium, we find that +0.8 tiy has no effect on
cyclotron resonance for E if but does effect the
E ll H signals. In Pig. 12 we show the fourth sub-
harmonic at 29. 69 cm ' as a function of field tip.
The strong tip dependence for E Ii H and weak de-
pendence for E lH are understood qualitatively.
Radiation with E II H delivers energy only to those
electrons with finite velocity parallel to the mag-
netic field. In tipped magnetic fields, these elec-
trons rapidly leave the skin depth and hence the
line ls broadened aJld shifted ox' spl1t. ' On the
other hand, the E j.H s~gnals are dominated by
e'ectrons with no drift velocity along the field and

consequently are less affected by tipping the mag-
netic field. From the symmetry of the tipping
pattern (Fig. 12), we experimentally determine
the field parallel position and estimate that we are
aligned to within + 0. 1'.

The data are generally characterized by the usual
subharmonic structuxe with a strong attenuation of
the subharmonics due to retardation effects. 39

The E II H signals are weaker by approximately one
order of magnitude, which is consistent with cyclo-
tron resonance 1n the retaldat1on regime. As %'8

noted above, the E II H signals involve electrons
with finite drift velocity parallel to H and conse-
quently smaller real-space orbits. Small real-
space orbits attenuate the cyclotron resonance in

FIG. 8. Real surface impedance versus magnetic field,
4.2'K, 32.12 cm, E J.H.

the retardation regime. 39 Vfe also note that, al-
though the E ll H and E j H signals turn on at the
same field, the E J.H signals show considerably
more absorption on the high-field side of cyclotron
resonance than do the E lI ET signals.

Lastly, we note that a qualitative examination of
the data in Figs. 5-10 shows a general broadening
of the structure as one goes to higher frequencies.
This is due to the increase in quasiparticle relaxa-
tion rate, due to electron-yhonon coupling, as one
increases the frequency of the excitations and ay-
yroaches the Debye peak in the phonon density of
states. This is, of course, the phenomena that we
wish to make contact with in a quantitative way. In
Sec. IV we examine in detail the cyclotron reso-
nance line shape and position to extract some mea-
sure of the electron-phonon contribution to the
quasiyarticle self- energy.

IV. ANALYSIS

The object of the following analysis is to extract
from these far-infrared measurements of cyclotron
resonance a spectroscopic measure of the electron-
yhonon coupling. As Scher and Holstein' point out,
there are two experimental handles on the electron-

MAG NET I C FIELD (kG)

I
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I

MwaxETtc FiELD(kG)

I

100

FIG. 7. Real surface impedance versus magnetic field,
4.2 'K, 29.69 cm"~, %1.H.

FIG. 9. Real surface impedance versus magnetic field,
4.2'K, 45.407 cm"~, E J.H, (nine-run average).
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FIG. 10. Real surface impedance versus magnetic field,
4.2 'K, 58.25 cm, E l H, (nine-run average).
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IOO
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FIG. 11, Real surface impedance versus magnetic
field, 4 ~ 2'K, 45.407 cm, RIH, 0.2-sec time con-
stant.

phonon coupling-a shift in effective mass with fre-
quency and a strong increase in relaxation rate.
The mass is, of course, determined by the reso-
nance position, whereas the relaxation rate is re-
flected in the line shape, which, as we shall see,
is not particularly well understood. On the other
hand, only 0. 5% mass changes are expected as
compared with a 100-fold increase in relaxation
rate. Consequently, despite the uncertainty in line
shape, the relaxation rate is probably the most ef-
fective measure of the electron-phonon coupling.
Indeed, if we were to focus attention on the mass,
we would find that 0. 1/p precision is required to
make a meaningful measurement of the frequency
dependence of the real part of the electron-phonon
self-energy. Such a measurement would be equally
sensitive to our understanding of the line shape.
As a result, the main thrust of the present analysis
is to extract the electron-phonon interaction
strength from the relaxation rate or imaginary part
of the self-energy.

Although cyclotron resonance in solids is a well-
understood physical concept, a precise mathemati-

I I I I

90 95 100 105
MAGNETIC FIELD(kG)

FIG. 12. Tip dependence of the fourth subharmonic for
% II H at 29.69 cm

cal description of the effect, especially in metals
where the surface plays a crucial role, is difficult
to obtain. The basic effect as first described by
Azbel' and Kaner is shown in Fig. 13. In the
presence of a magnetic field parallel to the surface,
the electrons execute orbits, some of which just
pass through the skin depth. Ariomalies in the sur-
face impedance occur whenever the frequency of the
incident radi. ation is an integral multiple of the cy-
clotron frequency. There are a number of basic
lengths and times in the problem which are indicated
in the figure, and they are the cyclotron radius R„
the skin depth 6, the frequency of the incident radia-
tion v, and the cyclotron frequency &,.

The key theoretical treatments of the problem at
microwave frequencies are the original work by
Azbel' and Kaner, ' ' the appropriate modifications
by Chambers to treat small pieces of resonant
Fermi surface in a much larger nonresonant back-
ground, and the exact treatment of Hartman and

Luttinger. Essential to these treatments is the
approximation that the time an electron spends in
the skin depth is small compared with the period
of the electromagnetic field. The time spent in
the skin depth for R, » 5 is approximately
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FIG. 13. Length parameters in Azbel'-Kaner cyclotron
resonance.

For the usual cyclotron resonance theories to be
valid, we must have

(oTs ~& 1

or

&o &R &'+

c (2& )

This may be expressed another way. If we are ob-
serving the nth subharmonic, then &o/&u, = n, and
we have the condition

sium in a 100-kG field at 29. 69 cm"'. R,- 5000 A,
5-500 A, a&/&o, =4; therma=16 and R, /5=10. In

these experiments this is as close as we come to
the true Azbei'-Kaner condition (lla), for at higher
frequencies or lower fields the ratio R, /SP be-
comes even smaller.

In Fig. 14 we show the Azbel'-Kaner result for
29. 69 cm"', a mass of 1.21'7m, and a relaxation
rate of 0.23 cm ', which are quite close to the final
values determined from a better model, only to
emphasize the qualitative differences between the
Azbel'-Kaner theory, appropriate to microwave
frequencies, and the far-infrared results. The
essential differences are the following: The calcu-
lated change in surface impedance is approximately
two orders of magnitude larger than the experimen-
tal result. The theoretical resonance is charac-
terized by a rapid rise in real surface impedance
rather than the peak seen in the experimental data.
The subharmonics are only weakly attenuated by
the finite relaxation rate, whereas the subharmonic
structure in the experimental traces are rapidly
attenuated by the retardation effect. The calculated
surface impedance varies smoothly between sub-
harmonics, whereas the experiment shows struc-
ture and a marked difference between h II H and
E J. H.

The mathematical model used to analyze the data
is an extension of the approach taken by Drew~ to
describe retarded cyclotron resonance. One starts
with the variational form of the surface admittance
Y, first formulated by Marcus ' and subsequently
used by a number of authors dealing with the sur-

z
I/5

vf =0.23 CN
v = 29.69 cm

R, /5»2n'. (10)

In fact, we can resolve three regimes for cyclo-
tron resonance in solids with Eq. (10):

R, /5 &n',

na &R, /5 &1,

1&R,/5.

(lla)

(11b)

(11c)

[We ignore the factor of 2 in (10) and note that the
crossover from one regime to the other is not well
defined. ] Equation (11a) is appropriate to micro-
wave frequency Azbel'- Kaner cyclotron resonance
in real metals, while (llc) describes cyclotron
resonance in semiconductors with low carrier den-
sity. Retarded cyclotron resonance, recently dis-
cussed by Drew~9 and Meierovich, 0 occurs if R, /5
satisfies (11b). Most cyclotron resonance experi-
ments in real metals in the far infrared will fall
into this category. For instance, consider potas-
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FIG. 14. H.eai surface impedance versus magnetic
field for cyclotron resonance in the Azbel'-Kaner limit
(upper part). In bottom part, we show the experimental
result for E lH. The ordinate is not preciselydetermined
but is estimated to be 10 2 of the ordinate scale in the up-
per figure.
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face impedance of a metal

i&a pQF, = f d«E„'(«P+ E,'(X)'

+ i(()po f dx [efy(x)Ey(X)

+ J,(x)E,(x)- Z„(«)E„(x)j, (12)

where s is taken as the magnetic field direction and
x the normal to the surface (see Fig. 13). f(x) is
the infrared electric field, normalized to unity at
x= 0, the surface of the metal, and J(x) is the in-
frared currents produced by the electric field:

$(x)= f d«'7(««') f(x'). (is)

If it can be correctly assumed that on resonance
the change in electric field is small, then, to first
order in the change in nonlocal conductivity 5 o(x,
x ), the change in admittance is'3

more exact treatments.
The approximate solution found by Drew for a

cylindrical Fermi surface ls clearly inappropriate
to potassium. However, Eq. (14) can be integrated
exactly for exponential fields and a spherical Fermi
surface. This is done in Appendix A, and we sim-
ply quote the result here.

Ne p A„(o),R,) (16)
m(o, „.„ i((o/(o, +n) '

where N is the electron density, e the electron
charge, m the clothed mass, and +, the cyclotron
frequency (d, = eB/m In .(15) we have assumed a
constant mass and infinite relaxation time. A„(n,
R,) determines the strength of the resonance at the
nth subharmonic and describes the retardation ef-
fects. A„(n, R,) depends on polarization of the
radiation, and we obtain for R II f

5F= f dx f dx'f(X) ~ 5(r(x x') f(x') (14) A„"(n, R,)=(s/4n) f de

where one uses the electric field off resonance, or
the electric fields at H= 0, to evaluate (14).

Drews~ used (14) to discuss retardation effects in
situations where the number of resonant electrons
is a small fraction of the total number of electrons.
Under these conditions, the assumption of small
changes in the electric field can be satisfied. At
first sight, the approximation-that the fields in
potassium are not changed much near resonance-
seems absurd, since all the electrons in the bulk in
yotassium resonate at the same frequency. How-

ever, it proves to be the case that in the skin depth,
where most of the electrons strike the surface, and

therefore are nonresonant, and in the retardation
regime, where V„/&v&5, the field changes are
small. Anticipating our results, however, we note
that (14) fails to account for all the aspects of cyclo-
tron resonance in potassium in the far infrared, and

these departures from (14) appear to be due to a
failure of this approximation not at the surface but
in the bulk. That is to say, the fractional changes
in electric field are small at the surface but large
in the bulk. %'e make these remarks here to em-
phasize that (14) should not be dismissed out of
hand and indeed provides a good first approxima-
tion to the solution as well as a starting point for

)&sinecos'ee ""+—ic(R) J„(inR}, (16)

~here 8=8, sin8, J„ is the nth-order Bessel func-
tion of the first kind with complex argument, and

0, describes the complex decay of the infrared
electric field E=e '". For E 1H we obtain

X"„"(o., R) ,(S=/4a) f de

xsin'He 2 sJ'„'(-i')J„'(iaR), (IV)

where J„' is the derivative of the gth-order Bessel
function. Equation (15), then, describes a sum of
Lorentzians weighted by a complex retardation pa-
rameter (16) or (1'7), which depends on the polar-
ization of the incident rotation.

The election-phonon effects are introduced fol-
lowing Scher and Holstein, "who find that correct
to order 5/R„one need only replace the denomi-
nator of the Lorentzian in (15) with an average of
Lorentzians for all possible particle-hole pairs
that can be created near the Fermi surface by
radiation of energy S~. The Lorentzian for a par-
ticular electron-hole pair will be shifted and

broadened by the electron-phonon contribution to
the quasiparticle self-energy depending on the
position of the particle-hole pair with respect to
the Fermi energy. In parti. cular,

where M(E) and 1'(E) are the real and imaginary
parts of the quasipaxticle self-energy at an energy
E above or below the Fermi energy. v, is now the
bare mass (less electron-phonon effects but still

l

dressed by electron-electron interactions). f is
the Fermi function. f, M, and I' are all implicit
functions of temperature. Vfe are clearly ignoring
any anisotroyy in the self-energy due to the yhonon
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anisotropy. 3

%e obtain then the following expression for the
change in admittance on resonance:

Ne2 g
" dE f(E)-f(E+K~)

m(o, „"' ' S(o y(E)+in
(19)

where

(20)

~ Oo

M(E) = l dE '
d(o n'E((o)

~0

,
(( f(z')+N(kaid) f-(E') ~ N(Ilia)

)
&i~

E -5& E-E +Lr+

I'(E)+ I'(E+ Ko)
+

%0C

To obtain M(E) and 1 (E) we use the following
expressions&s && s &3 ~ &4,

IO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100.0

FREQUENCY ( C m ' )

FIG. 15. n I {(d) from Refs. 25 and 26. Arrows indicate
laser frequencies for this experiment.

I'(E) = m f d(o n E((o)[1-f(E- Ko)+&(@o)

+f(E+ h(o)+ N(h(o)], (22)

where f and N are the Fermi and Bose occupation
factors. wn F((o) gives the scattering rate for a
quasiparticle accompanied by the emission of a
phonon of energy Su. It includes both the density
of phonon states and a matrix element squared and
in this approximation excludes any possible k de-
pendence of the scattering. The Fermi and Bose
occupation factors ensure that we scatter to an un-
occupied state and that at finite temperatures we
can absorb as well as emit phonons at a rate that
depends on the number of phonons in the field.

All that is needed to calculate the real and imag-
inary parts of the self-energy is nsE((o), which we
take from the work of Dynes and Carbotte and
Carbotte, Dynes, and Trofimenkoff. s~ Their naE((o)
is calculated from the Heine-Abarenkov pseudopo-
tential and a model for the phonons given by a
Born-von Karman fit to the phonon dispersion
relations determined from neutron scattering. 78

n E is sensitive to choice of pseudopotential but
restricting pseudopotential to those that give rea-
sonable fits to resistivity versus temperature, one
finds only 20%%uo variations. An unambiguous de-
termination of n E from high-frequency cyclotron
resonance is not a possibility at present. The n E
used in the present calculations is shown in Fig.
15.

A convenient measure of the strength of the in-
teraction is the electron-phonon X which determines
the low-f requency T = 0 'K mass

m* = (1+x) m~ (23)

and is related to n2E((o) by

)I 00

x =2 I
— 'nE(()o. (24)

0

Carbotte et al. calculated X to be 0. 107. ' In the
following we leave the shape of n2F((o) fixed but
let the strength of the coupling vary and attempt to
determine a scale factor or X by comparison of the
model calculation, with adjustable A, , to experi-
ment.

We note that the dc mass in (23) is accurately
determined, by the work of Walsh, ' to be (1.217
+0. 002)m so that for a given X we introduce a bare
mass given by m()=1. 217m/(1+X). In effect then
we have only one model parameter to adjust, viz. ,
X, which adjusts the over-all strength of the elec-
tron-phonon coupling.

To summarize the results of this model calcula-
tion, we refer again to Eqs. (19)-(24). The change
in admittance is given by a sum of Lorentzians
broadened and shifted by the electron-phonon in-
teraction whose strength is given by X. Each
Lorentzian, corresponding to absorption at a par-
ticular subharmonic, is weighted by a complex
factor A„(n, R, ) that depends on polarization with
respect to the magnetic field and describes the ef-
fect of retardation on the subharmonic resonance.
The nonadjustable parameters in the model calcu-
lation are the zero frequency mass, the electron
density, and the shaje but not the magnitude of n E.
The magnitude of e E is left adjustable and is given
by X.

The results of such a calculation for E II H and
ElH for a X=0.'1 are shown in Figs. 16 and 17.
It appears that the model calculation properly de-
scribes the turn on of cyclotron resonance, for in-
creasing magnetic field, and the attenuation of the
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E [/H

29.69 Crn

)E = 0.1, 4, 2' K

mb = 1,105

reproduce the absorption or structure on the high-
field side.

In Figs. 18 and 19 we compare the experimental
data with the infinite medium dispersion relations
for real electromagnetic wave propagation across
the magnetic field. That such wave propagation
does occur has been clearly demonstrated at micro-
wave frequencies by Walsh and Platzman ' and
co-workers. ' The infinite medium dispersion
relations are obtained from' '

k =icoiioggg(k~ co), E tIH (26)

=iariio a»(k, &o)+ ~ '
I, E lH.g (k (g)

(26)
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FIG. 16. Calculated and experimental traces of real
surface impedance versus magnetic field for R II H,
29.69 cm ~, 4.2 'K assuming X=0.l. No attempt is
made to determine the absolute scale for the experimen-
tal plot. The dashed lines are not connected since we
wished to correct for the experimental background drift
by simply plotting the resonance region calculated for
each subharmonic individually in close proximity to the
experimental curve. The scale for the two theoretical
plots is the same.

subharmonic resonances. (In fact, for E II 8 the
subharmonic resonances experimentally drop off
at a rate which is approximately 20% less than that
calculated. ) However, the model fails to account
for the absorption on the high-field side of cyclo-
tron resonance. This is especially so for the case
of E j.H. No reasonable amount of distortion of
these basic Lorentzians by increased relaxation
rate or increased retardation parameter nR, will

Equations (25) and (26) were solved on a computeraa
assuming infinite cow and a mass of 1.21m in the
case of E j.H at 32. 12 cm and a mass of 1.21Vnz
for E II H at 29. 69 cm '. (The reader should disre-
gard the small difference in the masses used for
the two calculations. The difference is unimpor-
tant for the present discussion. )

Ag inspection of Figs. 18 and 19 shows that the
high-field cutoff of the absorption for E II H and the
high-field structure indicated by the changing slope
of the absorption versus field for E lH correlate
with the extremal points in the infinite medium
dispersion relations. It is quite clear that the
model calculation given by Eq. (14) is not sensitive
to the bulk properties and cannot give structure on

4- m" =1.217

EII

29.69

I''
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FIG. 17. Calculated and experimental traces of real
surface impedance versus magnetic field for EI H,
29.69 cm"~, 4.2 'K assuming A, =0.1.
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FIG. 18. Real surface impedance versus magnetic
field E Il H, 29.69 cm, 4.2 'K compared with infinite
medium dispersion relations for cyclotron waves assum-
ing Bg + = 1e 217 and (d7= e
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nance. Stated another way, v versus k for the
cyclotron waves becomes a straight line at the sub-
harmonic resonance co =neo„ the group velocity
8a&/&k is zero, and no energy is carried into the
bulk. Under these circumstances, cyclotron reso-
nance should be characterized by (19). (At micro-
wave frequencies we would describe such a reso-
nance by the Chambers theory~ with a» 1. )

The above discussion suggests that Eg. (19)
may, in fact, still contain some elements of truth
even for potassium if we restrict our discussion to
regions where there is no wave propagation or
where the group velocity is zero for an extended
range of wave vectors. This occurs at cyclotron
resonance itself, where the dispersion relations
asymptotically approach ar =(d, for large k. At
this point energy is not carried into the bulk, and
the change in surface admittance should be domi-
nated by resonances in single quasiparticle currents
at the surface. Furthermore, for E II H the metal
propagates no waves immediately below cyclotron
resonance and therefore the line shape should be
least encumbered by wave effects near cyclotron
resonance for this polarization. This does not ap-
pear to be true for E lH, where longitudinal wave
propagation can occur just below resonance (see
Fig. 19).

In summary then, we argue that the variational
approach that results in Eg. (19) and describes the
change in surface impedance in terms of reso-
nances in the quasiparticle currents excited in the
skin depth may adequately describe the onset of
cyclotron resonance for E lI H for the following rea-
sons. (1) At least for E lt H no waves propagate
across the field for magnetic fields just below the
resonant field. (2) The waves that may propagate
at cyclotron resonance have vanishing small group
velocity and carry no energy into the bulk, mini-
mizing bulk effects. (3) The waves that are excited
at cyclotron resonance have large k vectors and
the large k vector solution to Maxwell's equations
should be dominated by the resonances in the single
quasiparticle currents [this may be a restatement
of (2)]. (4) It seems to work. The last reason
clearly carries the most weight.

Assuming that this hypothesis is correct, we
measure the strength of the electron-phonon inter-
action, as given by A in the model calculation, by
mat&hing the normalized slope of the onset of cy-
clotron resonance in the experiment to the theory.
By normalized slope we mean 9 Re(Z)/&H half-way

up the leading edge divided by b, Re(Z), the total
change in surface impedance at resonance. Table
I gives the values of X that one obtains, and it can
be seen that despite the scatter, they are consis-
tent with a X of 0. 11+0.02. This agrees quite well
with the value deduced from the temperature-de-
pendent resistivity. " Although a single relaxa-

TABLE I. Electron-phonon g,

29.69 cm ~

32+12 cm '
0.11
0.127

n=5

0.114
0.099

tion rate is not appropriate to electronic excitations
at this frequency [the relaxation parameter I'(E)
+ I'(E+ h&o) in Eq. (20) varies by about a factor of
3 depending on the position E with respect to the
Fermi surface], we can define an average rate

dE f(E)-f(E+%(g )
%o I'(E)+ I'(E+k(o)

and this corresponds to =0.23 cm ' at 29. 69 cm '.
We pursue this approach to the problem a little

further and recompute the absorption line shape
assuming A, = 0 but that we have a constant relaxa-
tion rate of 0. 23 cm ' and a mass of 1.217m, The
results are shown in Fig. 21. The edge is clearly
shifted to lower fields by about 1 kG. The uncer-
tainty in calculated position from the magnetic field
calibration and the uncertainty in the microwave
mass is + 300 G. This indicates that the determined
X and model calculation account for both the edge
position and breadth.

We have not pursued this analysis for E lH, since
it is clear from the experimental data that wave
propagation associated with the longitudinal mode
is contributing to absorption on the low-field side
of resonance quite close to the resonance field. . We
have, however, calculated the line shape from (19)
with X = 0. 1 and compare with experiment in Figs.
17 and 22-24. It can be seen that the correct peak
position is obtained, but the experimental breadth
of the leading edge exceeds that calculated by

50%%uo, which may be due to the wave aspects on
the low-field side that are not properly included in
the calculation. Consistently the absorption on the
high-field side of cyclotron resonance in the ex-
perimental traces is stronger than calculated. We
note that the average scattering rate at 58.25 cm
(Fig. 24) for A = 0.1, is about 1.2 cm ', about a six-
fold increase over the solution for 29. 69 cm and

gives a (d, 7 of about 6 at the eighth subharmonic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The electron-phonon X of 0. 11+ 0. 02 determined
from the position and breadth of the leading edge of
the E II H cyclotron resonance agrees quite well with
previous experimental and theoretical estimates of
X. As we have noted earlier, the temperature-
dependent resistivity2' ~9 in pure potassium can be
used to deduce the electron-phonon coupling. The
basic approach is to fit the temperature-dependent
resistivity by using a variety of pseudopotentials
or, in some cases, a pseudopotential with adjustable
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FIG. 22. Calculated real surface impedance EIH,
32.X2 cm ~, 4.2 'K, &= 0.1 compared with experiment.
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FIG. 21. (a) Calculated line shape and position assum-
ing A. =O and ~&=1.21Vm but 1/v'=0. 23 cm . (b) Calcu-
lated line shape and position assuming A. =0.1 and a bare
mass of 1.105.

parameter. The pseudopotential thus determined
can be used to calculate an u E(&o) which is the
basic input to the present experiments. Such fits
have been performed by Dynes and Carbotte, ~

Ekin, Ekin and Maxfield, Hayman and Carbotte, o

and Rice and Sham. " While the resistivity versus
temperature is a very sensitive function of pseudo-
potential, the value of X is not. Nonetheless,
since there is ambiguity in determining the appro-
priate pseudopotential from phonon-limited resis-
tivity, there is some ambiguity in X. It is, per-
haps, instructive to consider the following cases.
Ekin and Maxfield fit the phonon-limited resistiv-
ity from 1 to 25 'K by adjusting the core radius of
an Ashcroff pseudopotential ' and obtain a radius
which agrees quite well with that determined from
a Fermi- surface fit. The latter pseudopotential
as treated by Rice'~ gives a value for X of 0. 12.
On the other hand, Hayman and Carbotte fit the
resistivity over a wider range with a core radius
10% less and subsequently Leavens and Qarbotte '

45.

I

60 80
MAGNETIC FIELD (kG)

100

FIG. 23. Calculated real surface impedance X lB,
45.407 cm ~, 4.2 'K, ~=0.1 compared with experiment.

calculate a X of 0. 13. A X of 0. 11 is obtained by
Carbotte, Dynes, and Trofimenkoff using a Heine-
Abarenkov pseudopotential used to obtain resistivity
versus temperature in potassium over a narrower
temperature range. There are a number of other
calculations of X, starting with pseudopotentials
that fit some other parameter, say the shape of the
Fermi surface, and are not, therefore, required
to directly reproduce some aspect of the electron-
phonon scattering. Such a sample of calculations
gives aspreadintheoretical values for A. from 0.1
to 0. 18, but if we restrict our attention to pseudo-
potentials that fit the phonon-limited resistivity,
then one obtains a value of X with considerably less
spread, 0. 11-0.13.

The agreement obtained between the A. deter-
mined from high-frequency cyclotron resonance
and phonon-limited resistivity may very well be
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FIG. 24. Calculated real surface impedance R I. 5,
58.25 cm ', 4.2'K, &=0.1 compared with experiment.

fortuitous. As previously discussed, two effects
enter the pheriomenon of cyclotron resonance as
orie extends the operating frequency into the far
infrared. The first is a self-energy correction
due to the electron-phonon scattering; the second
i' the change in the electrodynamics introduced by
retardation effects. It seems quite clear at this
point in time that the latter is less well understood
than the former. Sirice no exact solution to the
surface impedance problem exists, one cannot help
but have serious reservations as to whether an

approximate treatment of the retardation problem
which reproduces only some of the features can be
used to extract the electron-phonon contributions
to the line shape. Viewed in this light, perhaps
the success of the fit of the variational solution to
the leading edge of cyclotron resonance, for E tl H,
for a reasonable X, confirms our solution of Max-
well's equation near cyclotron resonance rather
than our choice of A..

Some other remarks are in order with regard to
how effective high-frequency cyclotron resonance
will be in probing the electron-phonon contribution
to the self-energy. It is clear that although one
uses monochromatic radiation, the electromagnetic
probe is not a narrow-band probe of the self-energy
correction. In particular, the electron-hole pairs
that contribute to the conductivity average the real
and imaginary parts of the self-energy from zero
energy to @w. This is to be contrasted with the

tunneling probe which is intrinsically, if not prac-
tically, a monochromatic probe. Fine structure
then is not to be resolved with the electromagnetic
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APPENDIX A: RESONANT CHANGE IN SURFACE
ADMITTANCE

We wish to evaluate Eq. (14) for the resonant
change in surface admittance

sr= f dx f dx'E(x) so (x, x') E(x'),

where we assume that the electric field E(x) is ex-
ponential,

E(x) = ise '",

(A1)

(A2)

where z is a complex constant. We shall explicitly
evaluate (Al) for E(x) ~~ x, the magnetic field direc-
tion in Fig. 25. Appropriate to potassium, we as-
sume a spherical Fermi surface with constant mass
and solve the Boltzmann equation in the relaxation
time approximation. [The modification of the final
result due to the electron-phonon self-energy is in-
troduced in the text, Eq. (18).]

We assume that the resonant part of (A1) can be
generated by finding the conductivity o„(x, x')
caused by all electrons that do not collide with the

probe, but only the general strength of the interac-
tion and a general confirmation of a theoretically
provided n2F. (The shape of a2F could in principle
be deduced if continuous measurements could be
made as a function of frequency. ) Cyclotron reso-
nance is, however, specif ied to an orbit on the Fermi
surface so that it can give an orbital resolution of
the Fermi surface, which the tunneling experiment
generally cannot. Indeed, this may be a source
of the discrepancy, reported by Goy et al. ,

' be-
tween the frequency dependence of the mass and
lifetime in Pb, and that predicted from the tunnel-
ing data. It would seem, then, that the cyclotron
resonance probe of the frequency dependence of the
electron-phonon self-energy would be most effective
in normal metals, which are inaccessible to tun-
neling experiments, to confirm the general shape
of n~F(~) and measure the over-all strength of the
electron-phonon coupling, or to make orbit specific
measurements of the electron-phonon relaxation
rate in any metal. We emphasize again, however,
that an unambiguous interpretation of these experi-
ments requires a reexamination of the problem of
Azbel'-Kaner cyclotron resonance in the retarda-
tion region. Without a good quantitative theory of
cyclotron resonance in this frequency regime,
clear interpretation of these experiments cannot
be had.
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surface. The geometry describing this condition
is shovrn in Fig. 26. We use the formulation of
Jones and Sondheimer. ~3 The real-space orbit
x'adius depends on the zenith angle 8 with respect
to the magnetic field direction,

R(8) =R, sin8.

The belly orbit corresponds to 8 =-,' m. y describes
the azimuthal position on the orbit. y =0 corre-
sponds to a velocity in the y direction.

If an electron is a distance x from the surface,
then it will not collide with the surface, only if it is
on a real-space orbit described by 8 and y, ate,
such that

SURFACE

FIG. 26. Orbital parameters used in Eg. (A4).

or
1/2

Jq f&2sin-']
~2R 8

(A5)

x 2R(8).

First we rewrite (A6) as

5F=— '~ d8sin8cos 8
I

dxe
4m ~(o, „~,

1x —,.„e '"-1„y d+&&t(y'-y) &
ex eR(8)(cosy cosy8)

where y spans —v-tt. If x &2R(8), then there are
no bounds on cp.

Folio@ring Jones and Sondheimer, ere write for
(Al)

g
~ co ~ym

3 ¹5F=— i dec "'i d8sin8cos'8~ dy

~ym

d& &-gyes(y)cosy

(Alo)g+ ~ yys+eB(8) cosy'
8 -1~y

The q
' integration is performed with the aid of

Bessel functionsss

(A6)
where N is the electron density, m is the mass,
u, is the cyclotron frequency, and y is a complex
constant given by

e""-I ~

y

d+ & &ty'+e R(8)cosy'

( iOR (8)) 1 /3 (All )(y+ in)

oo
~ ~

o

o
o

~ o ~
))oooooo
&oooo'o

)'o+Cp

oooo oo

VoVo
ooooooooo
~ o ~ ~ ~
ooooooooo;
~ ~ oV

o o oooV

otoVps ~

' ooo

FIG. 25. Specification of c'oordinate axes relative to
sample surface and magnetic field.

y=g +
CO, ~,7

7' is a relaxation rate for the electron gas. y is
the limit defined in (A4) and (A5), namely,

)t1/I

y =2sin ' ~-e, x~2R 8 AS

a&here 4"„ is the nth-order Bessel function of the
first kind. Likewise, the y integration becomes

&iny &-+g(8)cosy

=Z &,(i~(8))e"'" ( )~" . (AI2}l+n

Then (A10) is rewritten

3 ¹

sine cos2 8 ( Qg 'g'Cent

11 )).Ia ~)(ioR(8))~.(-ioR(8))

gent

g s~ee y+in

„2sin(l +n)rp„

vrhere we note that p is a function of x given in
(A8) and (AQ).

We next evaluate

2 sin(l +)1)Ip
dX 8

I+n
1
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.2Z&e)

40

2Z(e)

2 „sin{2(l+n)sin '[x/2R(8)]'~ }
l+n

A„"(n, R,)=—!! dBsinBcos Be
"0

xJ„(-inR(B)) Z„(inR(8)). (A23)

40
dxe "2sin ! ! +v,

"2)&(8)

1+n = 0. (A14}

Consider first the case of E+n00. We substitute

Similarly, we obtain for A„"", used in the text, and
for A„""and A"„", which age useful in a complete
evaluation of the variational function, ~3

desin'ee ' "'"3
"'

2R 8
(A15) xJ„(-inR(8))J„(inR(8)),

and obtain
1

4~so)»2 sin{2(l+n) [sin '(y)]}
40

(A16)

2

des jnm8e 2+s&8&

4n „!, n'R(e}'
(A24)

x J„(-inR(8)) J„(inR(8)),
Let y = sing and a = 4nR(8):

~ I'/2
1

! (
.

}
„„3~sin2(l+n)P

Integrating once by parts, we obtain
v/2

1 -a Skm2$
dg cos2(i+n) g e ' "'".

Q

Changing variables again (2/ =x), we find
I'

dxe' " *"cos(l+n)x
2(x

( —jg/2) .
2Q l+n

Then, we have

(A17)

(A18)

A„"'=—
!

dB i 8 '~( )

x J'„'(- inR(8)) J„(inR(8)) .

APPENDIX B:RESONANT NONLOCAL CONDUCTIVITY

Although not used in the text, we can generalize
the results in Appendix A to obtain the resonant
nonlocal conductivity for a semi-infinite metal
with a diffuse surface. Using the concept of an
image metal shown in Fig. (27), we can rewrite
Mamvell's equations for a diffuse surface as38

E'(o)'—k'E'(k) = + io) p, o dq
4 00

3 „sin(l+n)e&„
dx 8

40

e""""+e "' 'J (- i2nR(8)). (A19)
2Q l+n

Using similar manipulations, we can show that
(A19) holds also for l+n =0.

We have then for 5F

5F=— dasin8cos ae3 Ne
4m mv, „

x[o,(k, k')+o„(k, k')]E'(k ), (Bl)

where E'(0)' is the derivative of electric field at
the surface. o„(k, k') and o„(k, k') are the resonant

(A20)

+00 +00

e I o&+& ) &

Z, (i nR( )8) J„„( i2nR(8)) J„(-—inR(8))
P+ NZ

Using the addition theorem for Bessel functions

ME TAL
SEIVII —INFINITE

METAL

e~ "" ' J;,„(-i2nR(8)) J;(inR(8)) = J„(inR(8)},
(A21)

one finally obtains Eq. (15) in the text:

=X
X =0

where

Ne' ~ A„"(n, R,) (A22) SCATTERING SURFACE

FIG. 27. Image metal concept Ief. 38).
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and nonresonant nonlocal conductivities. The exact
solution to (Bl) is the solution of the surface impe-
dance problem for K it H with a diffuse surface scat-
tering and would enable a detailed fit between theo-
ry and experiment. The solution of course does
not exist at present. In the following we derive an
expression for part of the integrand in (Bl), name-

ly, o„(k, k').
o„(k, k') is defined to give the kth Fourier com-

ponent of the current J(k) given a distribution func-

tion of electric fields E(k'):

J'(k) = f dk e,"(k, k')E'(k'). (B2)

We define o„(k, k') as that part of the conductivity
caused by the electrons that do not hit the surface.

The solution is found by assuming an exponential
field E(X)= e '" '*', performing the same manipula-
tions for the semi-infinite metal and its image as
were done in Appendix A, and then letting s -0.
One obtains in a straightforward manner

3 Ne "' . ~ + J„(kR(8))J„(kR(8))

40

3 Ne . ~ + J„'(kR(8))J„(kR(8)) sin(k'-k)R(8)

The first term is just the bulk nonlocal conductivity,
whereas the second is the surface term. The sur-
face term operates to remove from resonance
those bulk electrons that no longer can resonante

because of the presence of the surface. It is of
course not diagonal in k. Similar expressions for
the other components of the conductivity tensor can
be obtained, but we do not write them here.
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